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1. Introduction 

 

The Government of Canada (GoC) and the Canadian economy rely on the availability of authoritative 

geospatial data. Open geospatial (and other) data enables stakeholders such as the private sector, 

academia, and general public to produce new products, define new markets, and  generate value for 

the global economy. As such, geospatial data is seen as a valuable asset.  

 

The GoC collects and stores large quantities of data and is generating enormous amounts of 

geospatial (spatially-referenced) data.  

 

Citizen demand and expectation for open, location-based data and information continues to grow. 

Therefore, the GoC strives to meet the challenges related to ensuring that its key data holdings are 

made available to the public. 

 

To keep the pace with modern open data platforms, the Federal Geospatial Platform (FGP), was 

designed to support open access to the GoC’s geospatial data.  It was also designed to support federal 

policy makers by providing the capability to visualize geospatial data and to interact and analyze it to 

help answer Canada’s most pressing policy issues. The FGP was conceived by the Federal Committee 

on Geomatics and Earth Observations (FCGEO) 1  as an Internet-based tool, providing a shared 

platform to access and use trusted geospatial data, services, and applications. Its design has been 

strengthened by shared leadership and governance, client and business focus, transparency and 

accessibility, and the implementation of the policy and standards of the Canadian Geospatial Data 

Infrastructure2 . It reduces barriers to data sharing and enables access to large repositories of 

economic, social and environmental geospatial data with interoperable technology from multiple 

departments and agencies to better support location-based decision making on various complex 

issues.  

 

As of December 31st, 2019, the G0C, through the FGP, has made 1170 geospatial datasets from 20 

federal government departments and agencies openly available online under the Open Government 

Licence - Canada.  These datasets are shared with users through two interfaces:  

 Internally through a data catalogue, viewer and analytical environment (found on the GoC’s 

internal government network and championed by NRCan); and, 

 Publically on Open Maps, (the Open Government portal, with shared accountability between 

NRCan and TBS).  
 

  

                                                        
1 FCGEO: Assistant Deputy Minister-level committee of 21 federal departments and agencies with an interest in 

collaborating on whole-of-government approaches to geospatial investment and issues. 
2 Canada's Spatial Data Infrastructure 

https://gcgeo.gc.ca/
https://open.canada.ca/en/open-maps
https://www.nrcan.gc.ca/earth-sciences/geomatics/canadas-spatial-data-infrastructure/10783
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2. NRCan’s Commitment under the Open Government Action Plan 

 
NRCan is committed to evaluating open geospatial datasets based on data quality assessment 
criteria for the FGP as noted in the 4th National Action Plan (NAP) on Open Government, 
specifically NRCan will strive to: 

 support a user-friendly open government platform; 

 improve the quality of open data available on open.canada.ca; and, 

 review an additional 500 geospatial datasets using the FGP data quality assessment criteria. 
 

3. The Data Quality and Usability Approach  
 

The Open Geospatial Data Quality and Usability Approach (DQA), designed in fall 2017 and further 

developed in 2018, provides a systematic quality and usability assessment of individual open 

geospatial datasets made available through the FGP. Datasets are regularly assessed by an 

independent third-party assessor, called an Open Geospatial Data Quality Assessor (OGQA). 

 

In the FGP context, geospatial data and web mapping service3 quality are measured by the extent to 

which they meet FGP requirements for “Triple AAA” resources: Accurate, Accessible, and Authoritative. 

 

The FGP has developed a quality assessment framework that it (via the OGQAs) uses to evaluate each 

dataset against the Triple AAA criteria 4 . Assessment results provide federal departments and 

agencies, who are contributors of the data, with information on how to improve their geospatial data, 

metadata and web services. These improvements lead to the generation of better results for decision 

makers by producing data that are easier to navigate and use for policy and science related decision 

making.  

 

The FGP strives to enable the discovery, access, and visualization of location-based open data using 

web mapping services. In fact, this is fundamental part of FGP’s value proposition.  It also strives to 

ensure that products and services offered through the FGP, and Open Maps, should be consistent, 

accessible and usable by those with little to no experience or training in geomatics or web mapping. 

Since geospatial web services are created in various ways, data contributors have significant flexibility 

in web service design. This can result in service discrepancies, for example in their navigability and 

map legibility. As such, the FGP critically assesses the quality of each dataset, its associated 

metadata, and the web mapping service(s). This improves consistency and helps to ensure AAA 

certified data. Every department contributing datasets that will become available through the FGP 

may have different methods for producing their data, therefore the FGP’s role is focused on providing 

policies, standards and best practices for the evaluation of quality of the data and related services.   

 

 

 

 

                                                        
3 Web mapping services allow an image of the data to be displayed on an interactive map. 
4 See Appendix 3 for a list of criteria 
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4. Data Quality Assessment 

 

In fiscal year 2018-2019, the FGP team evaluated 550 geospatial datasets, metadata and web 

services (275 in English and 275 in French) provided by 11 departments. The Open Geospatial DQA 

model emphasizes an efficient and result-oriented quality assessment that is based on 16 indicators.  

 

Table 1: List of Data Quality Indicators5 

 

Criterion 

Title Service Interaction 

Legend Dataset Metadata 

Feature Attribution Data Vehicles 

Feature Attribution Values Data Currency 

Visual Rendering Data Persistence 

Map Scaling Language 

Supporting Documentation Keywords 

Service Metadata Thumbnail 

 

5. Results of the Quality Assessment 

 

In response to the assessment of each dataset or service, departments  received a data quality 

assessment package that featured an individual dataset assessment template, a dashboard 

representation of the results, and a document explaining the indicators used in the quality 

assessment of their data, services, or other. Individual departments that had not already adopted FGP 

policies and best practices for managing geospatial datasets were encouraged to do so.  

 

6. Summary  of Quality Assessment Results 

 

Upon review and analysis of the results, it has become clear that there is generally good quality across 

geospatial data and services contributed to the FGP from departments. See Table 2 for the “Overall 

Score” across all 16 Indicators. All of the results showed “Medium” to “High”. Graph 1 shows a visual 

representation of the overall score for each indicator. See Graph 2 of a pie chart that indicates the 

percentage of indicators that fall within a high range and low range. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                        
5 See Appendix 3 for Definitions and Instructions for rating Data Quality Assessment Indicators 
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Table 2: 2018 Open Geospatial Data Quality Assessment Results, by Indicator6  

Scoring - High: 75-100% Medium: 50-74% and Low 0-49% 

 

Indicator Overall Score Indicator Overall Score 

1. Data 

Persistence 

High 

 

9. Service Interaction Medium 

 
2. Language High 

 

10. Visual Rendering Medium 

 
3. Title High    

 

11. Legend Medium 

 
4. Metadata  High 

 

12. Supporting 

Documentation 

Medium 

 
5. HNAP 

Metadata  

High 

 

13. Thumbnail Medium 

 
6. Map Scaling High 

 

14. Feature Attribution Medium 

 
7. Data Currency  High 

 

15. Feature Attribute 

Values 

Medium 

 
8. Keywords High 

 

16. Data Vehicles Medium 

 
 

Graph 1: 2018 Open Geospatial Data Quality Assessment Results, by Indicator7 

 

                                                        
6 See Appendix 3 for Definitions and Instructions for rating Data Quality Assessment  Indicators 
7 See Appendix 3 for Definitions and Instructions for rating Data Quality Assessment  Indicators 
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Graph 2: 2018 Open Geospatial Data Quality Assessment Results, % of Indicators for each Scoring, 

High Medium and Low8 

 
 

 

Analysis of the results: 

 

The following findings demonstrate areas where the data and services are performing very well 

(“high” overall score): 

 

 A high number of datasets in the FGP have a unique code that aid in the search, discovery and 

sharing of the datasets. 

 

 There is a high proportion of datasets available in the FGP that are compliant with Canada’s 

Official Language Act (OLA)9, and very few datasets that are not following the OLA guidelines 

correctly.  

 

 Titles of each dataset are clear and user-friendly. The title is important as it identifies what 

content is in the map and it is the first thing the user sees when accessing the information 

about a map.  

 

 Metadata is complete and complies with applicable standards (specifically, Harmonized North 

American Profile (HNAP) 10  requirements have been adequately covered).  This is a core 

                                                        
8 See Appendix 3 for Definitions and Instructions for rating Data Quality Assessment  Indicators 
9 Official Languages Act OLA   
10 The government of Canada’s harmonized North American Profile, or HNAP, is based on the North American Profile of 

ISO 19115:2003 (NAP) minimum mandatory metadata elements. The guide to Harmonize ISO 19115:2003 / North 

American Profile metadata for government of Canada geospatial data (HNAP) document describes the minimum 

metadata elements required to publish to the Catalogue. The NAP standard is available for purchase. 

High
50%

Medium
50%

% OF INDICATORS AT EACH SCORING

https://laws-lois.justice.gc.ca/eng/acts/o-3.01/
http://www.gcpedia.gc.ca/wiki/File:HNAP_v2.3.1_20160504.docx?setlang=en&uselang=en
http://www.gcpedia.gc.ca/wiki/File:HNAP_v2.3.1_20160504.docx?setlang=en&uselang=en
http://www.scc.ca/fr/standardsdb/standards/25389
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element in enabling the search and discovery of the data and to aid policy makers and 

scientists in answering science and policy related questions.  

 

 Maps are seen to be visually rendered correctly at every scale level.  

 

 Data is current and is described accurately in the metadata.  

 

   Keywords are being well-used. This means that contributors are using the GoC thesaurus to 

identify the keywords that are applicable to the dataset. This means that the search and 

discovery functions will work well.  

 

The following findings demonstrate areas where the data and services are performing well and 

have room for improvement (“medium” overall score): 

 

 Service interaction and visual rendering area areas that could use improvement as they appear 

to be having difficulties loading or are slow to load in the map viewer. This is important to the 

usability of the FGP.  

 

 There is a need to improve the ‘legend’. The legend defines the components of the map when 

displayed in the viewer, without the legend the user can be confused by the map content.   

 

 Supporting documentation aids in the understanding of the data as well gives background to 

the dataset. There isn’t enough documentation provided along with the dataset to ensure 

understanding of the dataset by users.  

 

 There are still datasets that do not provide the user with a clear picture of the data at first glance. 

A thumbnail is an important part of the search and discovery of the map content because it is 

the first visual item the user sees when searching in the Platform, it gives a mini map view of 

the whole dataset. 

 

 Some of the “feature attributes” are not relevant or meaningful.  

 

 There are a few datasets that do not have any open data formats and web services for 

downloading.  

 

For further examples and explanation of each of the indicator’s overall scoring and definitions, please 

see Appendix 3.  
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7. Conclusion: 

 

Under the Open Government Action Plan, and related National Action Plan, the FGP is required to 

report on its commitments related to: 

 supporting a user-friendly open government platform; 

 improving the quality of open data available on open.canada.ca; and 

 reviewing additional geospatial datasets to assess their quality.  

 

This report summarizes the FGP’s action on meeting these commitments.  

The overall results demonstrated a high degree of quality in terms of the geospatial data and services 

that are being made available through the FGP.  

In fact, half of the indicators resulted in “high” ratings, and the other half resulted in “medium” ratings 

based on predetermined evaluation methodologies.  None of the results indicated “low” quality. All of 

the indicators that resulted in “medium” results related to:  legend, thumbnail, and feature attribution. 

These indicators are considered important for map legibility and discovery. As such, these results will 

be brought back to the applicable contributors with encouragement to improve. A willingness to 

implement best practices, policies and standards is anticipated. 
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Appendix 1: Glossary 

 

Term Definition 

Accessible  Open, unrestricted access and ease of use. 

Accurate  Of a measured and known quality. 

Authoritative  Authoritative is a definitive version from a trusted source 

Currentness  The state or quality of being current, currency. 

Fitness for use The degree of agreement between data characteristics (i.e., 

internal quality) and the explicit and/or implicit needs of a user 

for a given application in a given context 

Map legibility Map legibility is the ability to be seen and understood. Users 

strive to make their map content and page elements easily seen, 

but it is equally important that they be easily understood. Good 

decision-making depends on legibility and well-selected 

symbology. 

Navigability  The ability to view or author maps and scenes by zooming in and 

out, moving around, and panning up and down in a map window. 

Usability Usability is part of the broader term user experience and refers 

to the ease of access and/or use of a product or website. The 

ISO 9241-11 definition: “…the extent to which a product can be 

used by specified users to achieve specified goals with 

effectiveness, efficiency and satisfaction in a specified context 

of use.” 
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Appendix 2: List of Acronyms/Abbreviations 

 

Acronyms/Abbreviations Definition 

API Application Programming Interface 

DQA Data Quality and Usability Approach 

FCGEO Federal Committee on Geomatics and Earth Observation 

FGP Federal Geospatial Platform 

OGQA Open Geospatial Data Quality Assessor 

GoC Government of Canada 

HNAP Harmonized North American Profile (based on ISO 19115:2003 

metadata standard) 

ISO International Organization for Standardization 

NAP National Action Plan 

NRCan Natural Resources Canada  

OLA Canada’s Official Language Act 

TBS Treasury Board Secretariat 

Triple ‘AAA” Accurate, Accessible and Authoritative 

URI Uniform Resource Identifiers 
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Appendix 3: Definitions and Instructions for rating Data Quality Assessment Indicators:  

 

High: 75-100% Medium: 50-74% and Low 0-49% 

 

1. Data Persistence:  

Assigned rating criterion: Data, web services and APIs are perpetually maintained and 

available with unique Uniform Resource Identifiers (URIs) and coherent versioning. 

 

The data, web services and APIs are perpetually maintained and available, thus the user can 

have access to the information and visualize the content.  

 

High: The contributor perpetually maintains the data, web services and APIs and its versioning 

is complete. 

Medium: The web service is perpetually maintained however it does not contain unique URIs 

    Low: The web service isn’t perpetually maintained. 

 

2. Language:  

Assigned rating criterion: Dataset and Web service available in English and French. 

 

In order to comply with Canada’s Official Language Act (OLA)11, datasets and web services are 

verified for availability in both official languages, English and French.  In order to receive full 

scores, all the data, web services and metadata must be in both official languages.  

 

High: The dataset, web service and metadata are available in both English and  French. 

Medium: If the dataset, web service and metadata have gaps in either language the contributor 

receives part marks. 

Low: It is only available in either English or French.  

 

3. Title: 

Assigned rating criterion: Meaningful / Consistent with map content / Conform to FGP naming 

convention 

  

The title may be the only information a user makes use of in order to determine whether a 

service is appropriate for their task. It is important to convey as much meaning as possible in 

a relatively short title.  

 

High - The title is correctly describes the FGP resource and the title conforms to the FGP naming 

convention then the contributor receives full marks.  

Medium - The title describes the topic of the FGP resource but is either too general or vague 

in its description and title conforms to the FGP naming convention. 

Low - The title doesn’t describe the topic of the FGP resource and it isn’t consistent throughout 

all the map content. 

 

                                                        
11 Official Languages Act OLA   

https://laws-lois.justice.gc.ca/eng/acts/o-3.01/
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4. & 5. Metadata is present and HNAP compliant: 

Assigned rating criterion: Metadata (Availability / Completeness / Clarity), HNAP mandatory 

elements present  

 

Metadata is the information about the data. With the completed metadata, the data is 

searchable, viewable and does not have any information gaps. The FGP conforms to the 

Harmonized North American Profile (HNAP) of the ISO 19115: Geographic Information – 

Metadata12   standard. This is an international standard with an addition to include unique 

characters for the French language. The DQA only assesses the mandatory HNAP values13. The 

metadata allows the users to better understand and discover the data. 

 

High: The metadata is present and contains all of the mandatory HNAP elements. 

Medium: The metadata is present however it does not contain all of the mandatory HNAP 

elements. 

Low: Does not contain any metadata. 

 

6. Map Scaling: 

Assigned rating criterion: Data visible at all scales / Data consistent at different scales 

 

A consistent map at all scales is important to the legibility and understanding of the map 

content. When the map is not clear at the scale needed by the user, it will not be useful for 

analysis and decision making.  In addition, the relative size of the symbology is factored in, as 

if it is too large or too small at different scales, the map data would not be legible or coherent 

to the user. 

 

High: The dataset is visible and consistent when viewed through the map viewer at multiple 

different scales 

Medium: The dataset is not visible at all scales but is consistent when viewed through the map 

viewer at multiple different scales. 

Low: The dataset is not visible at all scales and is no consistent when viewed through the map 

viewer at multiple different scales. 

 

7. Data Currency:  

Assigned rating criterion: Data is up-to-date and well maintained. 

 

The data currency determines whether the dataset status is identifies and accurately 

described in the metadata. The HNAP metadata Status indicators are ProgressCode and 

MaintenanceFrequencyCode14. They should both be present in the metadata, synchronous 

and accurate. 

 

                                                        
12 The Profile helps users to better understand geographic metadata, the assumptions and limitations of geographic 

information, and facilitates the search for proper information to fit users’ needs.  
13The HNAP metadata mandatory elements. 
14 The HNAP metadata mandatory elements. 

https://www.fgdc.gov/metadata/geospatial-metadata-standards
https://gcgeo.gc.ca/doc/HNAP_Metadata_Minimum_Information.xlsx
https://gcgeo.gc.ca/doc/HNAP_Metadata_Minimum_Information.xlsx
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High: The dataset status elements are mentioned within the metadata. 

Medium: The dataset status elements are not properly mentioned within the metadata. 

Low: The dataset status is not mentioned within the metadata. 

 

8. Keywords:  

Assigned rating criterion: Meaningful / Number and relevance of keywords 

 

If the keywords are not identified in the metadata, the user will not be able to properly search 

for a dataset. The keywords aid in search and discoverability of the dataset.  

 

High: The dataset contains meaningful key words that represent the whole dataset as well as 

a sufficient amount of words from the GoC Thesaurus15. 

Medium: The dataset doesn’t contain meaningful key words that represent the whole dataset 

as well as a minimal amount of words from the GoC Thesaurus that may be too general to 

represent the whole dataset. 

Low: The dataset keywords and GoC Thesaurus words do not fit any of the indicator criteria. 

 

9. Service Interaction:  

Assigned rating criterion: Service Interaction (Response time / Loading) 

 

It is important to have a quick response time when loading a map layer as the user may lose 

interest if it does not open in adequate time.  

 

High: The dataset loads normally or quickly in the map viewer on a first attempt or appears 

quickly after one reload. 

Medium: The dataset loads slowly in the Map viewer but does not require more than one 

attempt to load. 

Low: The dataset does not load in the map viewer even after multiple reload attempts. 

 

10. Visual Rendering:  

Assigned rating criterion: Map clarity is good / Map symbology is good 

 

Identifies any issues that make it difficult to interpret the map and to identify cases where the 

use of colour could or should be improved to enhance the usability of the service.  

 

High: The map clarity is good, the symbology is consistent and representative of the whole 

dataset when viewed in the map viewer. 

Medium: The map clarity is poor, the symbology is consistent and representative of the whole 

dataset when viewed in the map viewer 

Low: The map clarity is poor, the symbology is not consistent and may impede the visibility of 

the base map when contrasted with the symbology used. 

 

11. Legend:  

                                                        
15 Government of Canada Core Subject Thesaurus.  

https://open.canada.ca/data/en/dataset/d4a0e406-eea9-41a7-bcae-28c31f3b9c65
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Assigned rating criterion: Is present / Is clearly legible / Is meaningful 

 The appearance of a legend is easy to understand and meaningful for explaining the symbols 

and text used in the map content.  

 

High: The dataset does have a legend present, it is legible and representative of the whole 

dataset. 

Medium: The dataset does have a legend present, it is legible but is not representative of the 

whole dataset. 

Low: The dataset does have a legend present, it is not legible and is not representative of the 

whole dataset 

 

12. Supporting Documentation: 

Assigned rating criterion: Availability / Completeness / Clarity 

 

Proper and relevant supporting document that helps to understand and use the dataset, 

feature attributes and values. 

 

High: The dataset contains supporting documentation that is complete, clear and easy to 

understand. 

Medium: The dataset contains supporting documentation that is complete, however not clear 

or easy to understand. 

Low: The dataset doesn’t contain supporting documentation. 

 

13. Thumbnail:  

Assigned rating criterion: Is present / Is meaningful / Is extent wise or extent irrelevant 

 

The thumbnail is the first visual presented to the user and gives immediate clues as to the 

coverage of data and we recommend it strongly as a best practice to enhance the user 

experience with discovery of data. 

 

High: The thumbnail representing the dataset displays, is representative of the whole dataset 

and matches the extent of the dataset as shown by the mini map. 

Medium: The thumbnail representing the dataset displays, isn’t representative of the whole 

dataset and does match the extent of the dataset as shown by the mini map. 

Low: The thumbnail representing the dataset doesn’t display. 

 

14. & 15 Feature Attribution Values:  

Assigned rating criterion: Feature Attribute Values (Meaningful attribute values / Attribute 

values complete) 

 

The ability to explore and query map features by viewing attribute values and tables are a key 

benefit to geospatial information systems, and are important to understanding the visual map 

content.  For example, a road line on a map can be further described in the attribution by the 

number of lanes, width and type.  The feature attribution can also aid in defining more 
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meaningful symbology.  If there is proper descriptive symbology, the user could symbolize 

roads on a map by the type of road, where each type would be a different line pattern or colour.  

 

High: The dataset contains meaningful and complete feature attribute values that represent 

the whole dataset. 

Medium: The dataset contains less or not meaningful attribute values that represent the whole 

dataset however the information related to the values are complete. 

Low: The dataset contains no feature attribute values. 

 

16. Data Vehicles:  

Assigned rating criterion: Multiple data formats / multiple web services 

 

The availability of different types of open data formats and web services are available for 

download. 

 

High: The dataset is available in multiple data formats and through multiple web services. 

Medium: The dataset is available in single/multiple data formats but not through a web service 

or is available in a single/multiple web services and does not have any data formats.  

Low: The dataset is not available in a single data format and is not available through a web 

service. 
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